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Two of our students, Nathaniel (Head Boy) and Mia (Year 9) were asked to
perform poems relating to the realities of war at the recent ‘Battle’s Over’
event.
The event took place on Remembrance Sunday in the Abbot’s Hall at Battle
Abbey School. Nathaniel recited ‘Remains’ by Simon Armitage which speaks
of the on-going effects of war, even after soldiers return home to England, and
the impact Post Traumatic Stress Disorder can have on their lives.
Mia also recited a poem by Simon Armitage, however ‘The Manhunt’ is written
from the perspective of a wife whose husband returns home in body, but with
an altered mind. Both students gave impressive performances.
The event sought to celebrate 100 years since the signing of the Armistice
Agreement and to remember those who had given their lives for our country. It
also saw the specific remembrance of the local fallen heroes who came from
Battle and surrounding areas.
Mrs Griss
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DATES FOR DIARIES
•

18th December - Christmas Concert

•

19th December - Last day of term

•

3rd January - New term begins, Week 2

•

17th January - Yr. 9 Option Info Evening

•

23rd January - Yr. 9 Careers Event

•

4th February - Mock Fortnight begins

•

7th February - Yr. 8 Parents’ Evening

•

14th February - PTA meeting

•

15th February Mock Fortnight ends and
Last Day of term

‘Numquan certo scire potest’

Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing
At Claverham Community College, we believe in promoting positive mental
health and emotional wellbeing. Prioritising the wellbeing of students and staff
ensures that outstanding teaching and learning can take place, and that the
school is a community where everyone feels able to thrive.
**Please see the new MHEW sectiuon on our website - click on the ‘Parents’
tab and then select ‘Emotional Wellbeing’ for new resources and self help
links**
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“I really enjoyed Chicago, it was a fabulous first show for
me and I will definitely be doing the next year’s show”
Jemima, year 7
“I thought that Chicago was amazing and I am so glad
that I did it. Everyone involved was lovely and I had great
fun. Rehearsals I enjoyed and the performances were so
fun. I am so happy that so many people came to watch.
My whole family thought it was brilliant and loved all of it.
It felt brilliant to finally perform Chicago after months of
rehearsals and it was a very welcoming environment as
it was my first show. I will definitely sign up to do more of
these productions and I encourage others to join them
too.” Clarice, Year 8
“Chicago has had a huge positive impact on my decisions
at college and in years yet to come. As it was my last show
this year, I was delighted to receive a main role with one
of my best friends, this year was amazing and I’m glad I
could share my last show with some very talented people.”
Sarah, Year 11

Chicago (High School Version)
1920’s Chicago came to Claverham for this year’s
production. This specially-adapted-for-schools version was
only released this year, and we were one of the first schools
to stage a production. The whole process began almost a
year ago - almost the minute performers came off stage
last year (School Of Rock) they were asking us what the next
production would be. We considered many possibilities,
but at that time, Chicago was discounted as being a little
too grown up for a school cast. However, as we worked our
way through scripts and soundtracks, we became aware
that a schools version was in the pipeline, and luckily for
us, the rights were released earlier this year. Mrs Goldsmith
was keen to have a show which could feature our amazing
dancers alongside the brilliant actors and singers, and
Chicago certainly has a lot of feature dance numbers.
We auditioned students in June, allocating scripts for
the summer holidays. We were blown away by the
commitment of the lead characters - many of them came
back in September knowing lines and songs. A number
of year 7 pupils, new to the school, also came along and
joined the cast, giving us over 50 students across the 5 year
groups. The rehearsal schedule was full to say the least - 3
lunchtimes a week, plus 3 after school sessions each week
as well - including 5:00pm on a Friday (even the week that
Ofsted came to visit)! All the hard work paid off though,
as the performances were outstanding. Sarah (Velma
Kelly) and Maddie (Roxie) were our two leading ladies,
ably supported by a cast who created many stand-out
moments. Thank you to all of the cast, and well done on a
very polished and professional looking production.

“As a student and front of house at the performances of
Chicago it was so nice to see all ages and year groups
having a laugh together and performing together and
meeting people they may have never met without this
production. Roll on next year!” Aidan, Year 9
“I loved doing Chicago, it was a great experience and I
met so many new people and extended my circle of friends
so much. It was so much fun rehearsing and then the show
was amazing! Can’t wait for next year” Kitty, Year 9
“Amazing” Audience member
“Fab-u-lous - Oh My God, the students are so talented!”
Member of staff, audience member
“Brilliant - best show yet!” Audience member
Mrs Graham

Some of the feedback received:
“I loved taking part and felt more confident as it was my
second show that I took part in. It was really fun to do and I
will remember it for a long time” Megan, year 10
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Vocal Workshop
Back in September, the idea was put to me for a Secondary
schools version of the Big Sing (I am sure most of you are
well aware of this annual event for primary schools). The
idea was that the De La Warr Pavilion would be free in
the evening, once the primary schools had finished, so
wouldn’t it be great for local secondaries to get together
to celebrate singing?

“The songs that were chosen by Lee were not my choice of
song, I felt it a little high for my voice. However to then take
that to the De La Warr Pavilion was an exciting experience.
I am glad I did it as it was a different genre and out of my
comfort zone.” Megan, Year 10
“I thought the workshop was an amazing experience and
I would definitely do it again the pieces were ones that I
never normally sing and it was a great opportunity I think
overall it was amazing” Lily, Year 7

Ok, so this was a little smaller in scale than the primary
event, but nonetheless it was a brilliant opportunity for our
young singers. The plan was to host a workshop run by the
conductor Lee Reynolds, who has worked with professional
orchestras and has also conducted performances at
Glyndebourne.
I opened the event up to any interested singers, and on
the afternoon of 7th November, 25 singers from years
7-11 gathered in the hall with anticipation. Lee did not
disappoint - he started the afternoon off at a brisk pace
with a range of vocal exercises before introducing the
pieces that we would eventually perform with the other
schools. The pieces chosen - “Music on the Waters”, “Mad
Moon” and “In Autumn” were very different from the music
that our singers would usually choose to perform, but Lee’s
enthusiasm soon had them onside, tackling the modern,
classical pieces with gusto (particularly the howling section
of “Mad Moon”!) We continued to rehearse the piece
over the following weeks, along with our own showpiece
- Radioactive. I was impressed with the commitment of
the singers, turning up for their weekly rehearsals, and
some telling me how they had found the songs online and
listened to them in between our meetings.
Monday 3rd December - we all met up at the De La Warr
Pavilion, and for the first time found out who the other
schools were: Rye College, Hastings Academy and Bexhill
Academy. The sound made by putting all our singers
together was fantastic - creating an amazing experience
for our young performers. They performed their own piece
with confidence and enthusiasm - not bad, considering
that many of them had performed in Chicago for 3 nights
during the previous week! A great evening, and I look
forward to many more performances from these singers.

Exam Success
Congratulations to Sarah Fermer, year 8, who has just
passed Grade 4 piano with Distinction (achieving an
amazing 97%).
Please come and let me know how you get on in your
exams...
Mrs Graham

Feedback included:
“The workshop was a great experience and if they did it
again I would definitely participate in it! The song pieces
chosen were very different to anything I would usually sing
but it was amazing to try something different for a change!”
Hannah, Year 8
“I really enjoyed the workshop I found it interesting to
actually see what our voices could do and how small
little exercises challenged our voices. Lee was incredible
throughout the entire thing and we made some really
funny memories. Thank you so much miss for letting us do
this amazing workshop!!!!!!” Andreea, Year 8
“I thought that the workshop was a very different experience
to have received and it was quite far out of most people’s
comfort zones . I enjoyed performing our own song and
listening to the other songs the other schools had chosen. It
was lovely to be a part of. It was certainly unique and the
songs we were asked to sing I did not expect. Thank you it
was great fun.” Clarice, Year 8
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Year 7 Football
The undefeated Year 7 football team continued their three
match run, which consisted of two straight wins and a
tight draw, by beating Hazelwick, from Crawley, 2-1 in the
second round of the Sussex County Cup.
In the first half, the boys had over 10 chances that could
have been converted but were not put away. The team
played in a very positive way; they all pushed up in
attack quickly and used the wide, pacey players to their
advantage.
Sometimes, Toby Monks or Jake Richardson cut inside or
put in high dangerous crosses that created an opportunity
but none led to an increasingly elusive opening goal. On
another occasion a free kick from the right found centreback, Archie MacDonald, who put his head to the cross
but was not able to direct it goal wards.

School Council
I am pleased to announce that the following pupils were
elected to the School Council:
Year 7 - Hannah Pope and Frankie Smith
Year 8 - Emel Yerlikaya and Emmeline Berry
Year 9 - Aidan Kirby and Oliver Sargent
Year 10 - Jia-Zheng You and James Lawrence
Year 11 - Sarah York and Maddie Underhill
These new members have joined our existing team:
Year 8 - Clarice Revell and Storm Barfoot
Year 9 - Kitty Horsman and Maya Andrew
Year 10 - Eddie Byatt and Ollie Tomasetti

Head Boy: Nataniel Mitchell
Head Girl: Olivia Porter
Deputy Head Boy: Oliver Cruse
Deputy Head Girl: Isabella Trevett
Thank you to all the students who stood as candidates for
the school council and congratulations to those who, on
this occasion, were successful.
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The debutant goalkeeper, Josh Bourn, had an amazing first
half with great distribution down both wings and down the
middle. He made an emphatic first save from a long shot
from outside of the 18-yard area to keep the score at 0-0.
That score remained to half time.
In the second half, the team began pushing through the
centre and getting more shots on target, but most went
sailing wide. Ed Ratcliffe, captain of the team, took a
fantastic free kick which curled onto the crossbar. On 44
minutes, Ed took a free kick from the left which went towards
the far post and Josh Ivil, a substitute, headed home from 7
yards out. Straight from the Hazelwick kick-off, Claverham
intercepted the ball and put on another dangerous attack.
Within 5 minutes of the first goal, great interplay between
Ed and Toby Monk created another chance. Ed played
a lovely through ball, which cut open the defence, and
another sub, Harry Jones, toe poked it home for 2-0.
With just ten minutes to go the Claverham boys started
to panic and started rushing passes. This led to a rare
Hazelwick chance which was put away, despite a great
initial save from Josh. The goal was conceded against the
run of play, with 3 minutes left. A few moments later, which
seemed like an eternity, the final whistle went and the
Claverham Year 7 team were through to the third round of
the Sussex County Cup.

Year 11 - Elsa Phillipps and Georgia Mitchell

Mr Beard

Three substitutions were made with Harry Jones coming on
and making an immediate impact to the teams’ attack
but didn’t put his chances away; the opposition’s defence
crowding him out.

The Man of The Match was awarded to Joe Beckett. There
were many contenders, but he deserved it due to his effort
and energy during the whole game.

By new ‘Hotshot’ reporter Harvey Howe (10S7) together
with Mr Cunningham.
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Rye Harbour Trip

Out of the Blue

The careers department were pleased to take part in
‘Open Doors’, an innovative project that allows students
the unique opportunity to learn about the labour market,
to have meaningful encounters with employers and an
insight into the world of work.

On 15th November, 9O38 had a cake sale in aid of ‘Out
of the Blue’. Many thanks to everyone who supported this
event. We are happy to report that £171.32 was raised.

On 14th November, through this project, year 10 and 11
students visited Rye Harbour Nature Reserve, which is
managed by the Sussex Wildlife trust. The nature reserve
is made up of shingle beach, saline lagoons, freshwater
scrapes and pools, salt marsh and reed beds and is an
important site for birds, plants and invertebrates.
Barry, the manager of the nature reserve, welcomed the
students and took them on a guided walk to see some of
the site. He talked to the students about his career, how his
passion for conservation and the environment influenced
his education choices and lead him to the job he has
now. He was very informative about the many different
career opportunities in the conservation sector and the
organisations that students could work for.
The students were invited to take part in some practical
activities that are typical to working in this environment; they
explored the salt marshes, hunted for bugs under logs and
helped create new creature habitats for future students
to investigate. Then after a quick lesson in binocular skills
the students were taken to one of the specially built hides,
there they were able to observe some of the many birds
that make their home at the nature reserve.
Mrs Masters

Miss Rymell

Road Safety Presentation
On 21st November, as part of their PHSE curriculum, the Year
11’s had a thought-provoking road-safety presentation,
‘The Passenger’ by the Box Theatre company.
The play centred on a specific case study concerning two
young people, both aged 18 and in love, and charted
their journey from a party to a seemingly inevitable
fate. The involvement of a third character, whose close
connection with the events portrayed is gradually
revealed, dramatically highlighted the emotional, social
and psychological impact of the wrong decisions made by
both passenger and driver when travelling in a car, while
the physical consequences were made only too real. The
company members investigated how things could have
been different, if only the passenger had taken steps to
make the drive safer.
The play incorporated an original witness statement, with
news reports and statistics relevant to the local area.
Mrs Pitman
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Here is Liam’s account of his day:
“People always say; ‘It’s nothing like the movies’, but I
can say for sure that it was. Guilded corridors and regal
patterns, an elegant army of butlers and maids, and even
a fanfare for the arrival of each and every single guest. My
experience at Buckingham palace is one of marvel and
wonder, a reminder of what hard work can achieve.
It was such a poignant experience because of its cause,
remembering the fallen from WW1.
The sheer atmosphere of the event felt exactly as one would
expect, but there is still no describing it, the magnitude of
where you actually are; experiencing when you stand in
the halls of Buckingham palace is a feeling I’ll never forget.
Liam Walsh (ex-pupil)

Never Such Innocence
Never Such Innocence is an International Competition
commemorating the centenary of WW1.
We are fortunate to have two Claverham Students Liam
Walsh & Eloise Hunt who are now published poets in the
‘Never Such Innocence’ book of poetry, song and art
which is available on Amazon.
If you are interested in learning more about WW1 you may
wish to purchase the book of stories the NSI charity has
published.
Keep an eye out for the next competition as NSI looks
towards the future and giving young people a voice and
opportunity to shape a peaceful future. The focus will be on
war throughout the ages, conflict resolution and violence
of all forms.

Miss Lytton
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Sussex Schools Gymnastics

Book Fair - Thank you

On Saturday 1st December, Miss Garland took four of
our students to take part in this year’s competition at the
University of Brighton. They all competed in the individual
event: Liam, Izabella, Emme and Jaiden.

On 18th October, at the Year 7 Parents’ Evening, we had a
scholastic Book Fair.

A particular ‘Well done’ to Liam who came first and Jaiden
who came third.

Miss Garland

Oxford University Visit
On 21st November, leaving at 6 am, Mrs Swatton and Mr
Morgan took some year 11 pupils to visit Oxford University.
The journey took a lengthy four hours (an hour and a half
more than the usual time)! Once they arrived in Oxford
they instantly went to McDonalds for breakfast. After
devouring breakfast they walked to St Johns’ College, one
of the 38 colleges, where they were greeted with goody
bags and a quiz about the university.
Next, they were given a presentation by an administrator
and spoke to current undergraduates about university
life where they found out about subject requirements for
degrees, challenging questions faced in Oxford interviews
and life inside and outside of the university.
A tour around the college was presented to them where
they saw the beautiful architecture and had a taster
lesson by a current PhD student and learnt about what he
was studying. Our students were a credit to our College,
engaging well with the people at the University. At 3 pm the
group headed back to Battle after a joyful day in Oxford.

Many thanks indeed for your support.
Mrs Georghiou

Emily Hobson
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the students. The interview dates have been confirmed as
follows:
Sussex College Group in Hastings will hold interviews on
Thursday 24th January from 5pm.
Bexhill College will hold interviews on every Wednesday
between January and March 2019 from 4pm (exact dates
will be confirmed with students in their invitations).
Year 10
Thank you to all those year 10’s who have submitted ‘Work
Experience’ forms so far. The school deadline for your
forms is January 31st. Please ensure that the placement
you arrange for, has Employer’s Liability Insurance in place.
Letter and Forms can be found on the school website in the
‘Parents’ section, under ‘Letters and Forms’, or on the VLE
zone in the Careers section.
Year 9

Careers
The Careers department has once again had a busy term.
Firstly, we are pleased to announce that we have been
awarded the Quality in Careers standards again, following
a full day inspection of the Careers department. This was
independently assessed by a careers expert who inspected
our provision for careers education and the information
and guidance given to our students.

Year 11

Year 9 students and parents should have received a letter
regarding our Careers Fair Event to be held on Wednesday
23rd January 2019. If you have not had a letter, a copy can
be found on the VLE zone, in the Year 9 folder.
Year 9 students also received Careers booklets with some
useful information about the event and were asked to
complete the choices of professions they would like to
find out more about on the day. Thank you to students
who returned their choices, we will try our best to arrange
appointments with the professionals they have expressed
a preference for. The Careers Fair Event will have a drop
in session for students without appointments and also for
students in years 10 and 11 during lunch break on the same
day.
Careers and information for students and parents

The majority of Year 11 students have attended the in
house ‘Moving On’ event which was held on 17th October.
It was a busy day and we were pleased that many local
educational providers were able to attend. The feedback
was very positive overall. Thank you to all who attended
and a special thank you to all of the providers who have
given up their time to speak to our students on the day.
The Year 11 College application process is well underway.
Some students have already submitted applications. If
your child has not yet completed their online UCAS Progress
profile, they still have time to do so in their Careers ICT
lessons. Please remember they are also able to log on at
home if you wish to help them and select courses together.
Please note that some of the local colleges have requested
that the applications are submitted by January 31st.
We have been informed by two main local colleges that
they will conduct interviews from their sites this academic
year. The colleges will send out invitations directly to
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We are fortunate to be able to offer this year’s ‘First
Generation Scholars’ cohort an enhanced programme
at Sussex University. A successful campus visit has already
taken place where students were able to find out more
about living and studying at University and there are four
more trips over the next couple of months.

https://sites.google.com/a/claverham.e-sussex.sch.uk/
vle/home/careers
Here you can find helpful resources for Local Market
Information (LMI) which can help inform students about
their opportunities for careers locally and nationally. There
is data concerning the destinations of past Claverham
students, copies of letters home, dates of events and
contact information for the careers department.
You will also find many links to further careers resources via
‘Useful Links’
Important Dates:
23rd January – Year 9 Careers event
31st January – Year 10 deadline for Work Experience
paperwork
Mr Page
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Uniform and Shoes

Uniform Consultation

We would like to thank parents for all their support with the
College uniform. It is fantastic to see the pupils attending
the College in full uniform, looking extremely smart and
acting as proud members of our community.

Thank you to everyone who took part in the recent uniform
survey.

We believe that the way in which our pupils wear their
uniform says a lot about the way in which they respect
themselves and the way that they respect the reputation
of the College. The uniform also helps to prepare the
young people at the College for adult life, in terms of being
prepared to dress in an appropriate way for their chosen
profession.
Obviously the uniform also clearly identifies members of the
College community and I am sure we all would want to
be proud of the way in which they represent us. This also
applies when they are on their way to College or going
home from College.
If you are unsure about any aspect of the College rules
or uniform guidelines please contact your child’s Head of
House.
If you are going to buy new shoes over the holiday, please
be aware that some shops sell shoes which masquerade
as school shoes but are very much a trainer style of shoe
and not acceptable by us as a school shoe. Shoes must
be black and of a conventional style. Please contact your
child’s Head of House if you are unsure.

We are now working with our uniform suppliers in order to
come up with solutions which are in line with the responses
from the survey and which also support the ethos of the
school.
We will send out further information to parents, carers and
students in the New Year.

Charity Fundraising
Over the past few weeks we have held a number of events
collecting donations for a number of local and national
charities, focusing on those face hardship at this time of
year.
Our recent Christmas Jumper Day, 14th December, raised
£1200 for our nominated charities together with a large
amount of donations in the form of items for food parcels
and hampers.
Thank you to all members of the school community who
have supported our fundraising events over the past term.

Haircuts must be in compliance with the College rules.
There should be no dramatic difference in length between
the sides and top. Hair extensions are not allowed. Boys
must be clean shaven; their hair should be above the collar
and not less than a grade 2 cut.
Girls should wear navy tights and boys should wear black
socks of a conventional style.
I know that parents and pupils are proud of the excellent
reputation that the College has locally. Could I therefore
please ask that parents support the staff at the College
by ensuring that all aspects of pupils’ uniform conforms to
the College rules? I am sure that by working together we
can ensure that the excellent reputation of the College
continues to be upheld.
Mr Swatton

Dry Ski Trip
On Wednesday 16th October we had out first dry ski trip of
the year to Knockhatch dry ski slope in Hailsham.
Forty pupils from years 7-11 enjoyed an hour and a half
lesson with qualified instructors from the centre. They all
had great fun and made fantastic progress.
Look out for the last dry ski trip this academic year on
Thursday 24th January.
Mrs Harley*

*

Stop Press: 2020 Italy Ski Trip, February Half-Term; letters
available from PE Dept.
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Why Breakfast is important
We are finding that increasing numbers of children are
arriving at school having not had breakfast which does
impact negatively on their learning and their behaviour.
Please encourage them to have breakfast, or come to our
Breakfast Club here at Claverham.
Food can affect your mood by helping you think more
clearly and boosting your energy levels.
Learning
challenges your brain and requires fuel. The following has
been taken from ‘Shake Up Your Wake Up’:
Breakfast provides the body and brain with fuel after an
overnight fast - that’s where its name originates, breaking
the fast! Without breakfast you are effectively running on
empty, like trying to start the car with no petrol!
Nutritionists advise:
. breakfast should be eaten within two hours of waking
. a healthy breakfast should provide calories in the range
of 20-35% of your guideline daily allowance (GDA).

Youth Parliament
Members of UK Youth Parliament come together in the
House of Commons to debate and decide on the most
important issues affecting young people.
In October the whole school was asked which topics they
would like the UK Youth Parliament to debate on, then from
the top five they chose two on which to focus and launch
a campaign.
The top five topics from Claverham Community College
are as follows:
1. Put an End to Knife Crime - Too many young people’s
lives are lost to knife crime; the Government need to do
more to help end the knife crime epidemic.
2. Equal Pay for Equal Work - Give young people the same
amount of pay, if they are doing the same work as adults
in the same job.

Apart from providing us with energy, breakfast foods are
good sources of important nutrients such as calcium, iron
and B vitamins as well as protein and fibre. The body needs
these essential nutrients and research shows that if these are
missed at breakfast, they are less likely to be compensated
for later in the day. Fruit and vegetables are good sources
of vitamins and minerals so try to include a portion of your
daily five at breakfast, whether that be a banana or glass
of fruit juice.
Breakfast can be good for the waistline too, research shows
those who eat breakfast are less likely to be overweight and
more likely to be within their ideal weight range compared
with breakfast skippers. If you skip breakfast, you’re more
likely to reach for high sugar and fatty snacks mid-morning.
Cognitive function

4. Mental Health - Mental health services should be
improved with young people’s help; and should be
available in schools.

Breakfast also restores glucose levels, an essential
carbohydrate that is needed for the brain to function.
Many studies have shown how eating breakfast can
improve memory and concentration levels and it can also
make us happier as it can improve mood and lower stress
levels. In studies amongst children, breakfast can improve
attainment, behaviour and has been linked to improved
grades. Just like any other organ in the body, the brain
needs energy to work at it’s best!

5. Transport - Make public transport cheaper, better and
accessible for all.

Also MIND has lots more useful information about food and
mood:

3. Let’s Tackle Homelessness - Every person should have a
place to live and the opportunity to live comfortably. Let’s
make it happen and put a stop to homelessness.

https://www.mind.org.uk/media/2106853/foodandmood_
web.pdf

Miss Lytton
Mrs Georghiou
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East Sussex Youth Cabinet

East Sussex County Council
Consultation
East Sussex County Council are proposing to close English as
an Additional Language Service (EALS). Instead, schools
will directly provide the support themselves.
If the proposal goes ahead, East Sussex County Council
will provide schools with online advice, information and
guidance about how best to support pupils with EAL in
schools and suggest services that can provide translation
and interpretation support.

This year we had two pupils applying for the role of Youth
Cabinet Member, Elsa and Cora.
We would like to congratulate Elsa who, on this occasion,
gained the majority vote and will therefore represent 11-18
year olds from East Sussex and will also have the chance to
become a UK Youth Parliament (UKYP) Member.

East Sussex County Council is consulting with parents,
carers, pupils and the wider community and will share the
results of this consultation with schools.
They want to hear from parents, carers, community and
school views about this proposal. Everyone’s views will help
them to understand the potential impact and find out what
they could do to deal with worries people may have. They
will share the results of this consultation with schools.
The final decision about the proposal will be made in
February 2019.
How to take part in this consultation
The consultation runs from 28 November 2018 to 3 February
2019. They would like to hear from everyone, whether or
not they currently use EALS. ESCC will do all they can to
make it as easy as possible for everyone to have their say.
Please use the links below to take part in the consultation.

Mrs Georghiou

Exams
By now your son/daughter will have received a paper copy
of their Mock Timetable for January.
Please be aware parents and pupils can now view
personalised Exam timetables for Mocks and GCSE exams
on the Edulink App.
This can be accessed by clicking on the exams button in
the edulink app:

Survey for parents, carers and community stakeholders:
https://consultation.eastsussex.gov.uk/childrens-services/
copy-of-copy-of-copy-of-youth-cabinet-tell-us-abou/
start_preview?token=bbb41bf9092d045c64cff7577d982d6
56e2478f8
Survey for pupils:
https://consultation.eastsussex.gov.uk/childrens-services/
copy-of-copy-of-copy-of-copy-of-youth-cabinet-tell/start_
preview?token=e00959202cd181ecd97b0866ae58cef8203
9110a

Web Address
http://www.claverham.org

Here you will be able to see all upcoming exams together
with their start time and the length of the exam.
Parents are reminded that all exam related information is
available on the exams VLE which can be accessed via
the College website.
Mrs Ridley
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Lego Masters
TV production company Tuesday’s Child who make the
popular Channel 4 series Lego Masters have contacted us
as they are looking for new building duos to take part in
their competition.
Applicants must be aged 9+ by 03/02/2019; they are also
looking for creative adult teams too.
If you are interested, please see the flyer below for more
details.
Happy building!

Merry Christmas to our readers
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